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“BUT IF DEEP           
AND DARK YOU         
SAY YOU NEED,       
WELL LET ME            
DISAGREE THERE’S 
NOTHING ELSE           
SO DEEP AS             
TIME IN JOY” 
FIELD MUSIC - TIME IN JOY 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wQnqvvIhfU
https://overblown.co.uk/field-music-announce-first-uk-shows-for-four-years/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wQnqvvIhfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wQnqvvIhfU
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https://www.gemmamcgrillis.co.uk/timeline
https://www.gemmamcgrillis.co.uk/timeline


SONGWRITER 
TALKING TO PETER BREWIS  

“At the end of a 
song should be the 
word ‘discuss’. It’s 
a starting point 
for a conversation 
rather than a 
complete thought 
or message.”  
PETER BREWIS 
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http://quire2011.blogspot.com/2011/12/peter-brewis.html
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NOTATION 
A BRIEF HISTORY  
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http://themelodybook.com/early-western-music-notation-767/
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http://bunthorne.blogspot.com/2015/03/guido-darezzo.html
http://jandrewowen.com/en/2018/09/01/monteverdi-unfiltered-how-to-read-monteverdi-part-books/
http://jandrewowen.com/en/2018/09/01/monteverdi-unfiltered-how-to-read-monteverdi-part-books/
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https://www.musicprinting.co.uk/store/schubert-franz/string-quartet-no-5-d-68/


‘No longer could the 
composer imagine 
notation to be, like 

writing words, the  
immediate expression 

of thought: thought 
had to go into how 

the thought was     
going to be              
expressed.’ 

                                                                       
Eye Music: The Graphic Art of New 

Musical Notation 

                                Arts Council  

GRAPHIC 
SCORES 

WHERE ART AND MUSIC COLLIDE 
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“My open form music 
has choice, multiple 
choice. When I make 
my music, because 

there is more than 
one possibility of how 
a melody of a score 
or a context will     
appear, it’s always by 
choice. What I’ve      
introduced into that 

work is the possibility 
that the musicians 
can, in collaboration, 
make different        
avenues and          
possibilities and     
potentials of             

realisation of my 
composition.” 

 
EARLE BROWN 

 

 

QUOTE TAKEN FROM A 1991 INTERVIEW WITH 
BRUCE DUFFIE 

http://www.bruceduffie.com/brown.html  
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http://www.bruceduffie.com/brown.html


ANIMATED 

SCORES 
GRAPHIC COMPOSITION 

A 
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https://archive.org/details/SoundRec1943
https://archive.org/details/SoundRec1943
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‘Between ornament 
and music persist    
direct connections, 
which means that   
Ornaments are Music. 
If you look at a strip 
of film from my       
experiments with 
synthetic sound, you 
will see along one 
edge a thin stripe of 
jagged ornamental 
patterns. These       
ornaments are drawn 
music - they are 
sound: when run 
through a projector, 
these graphic sounds 
broadcast tones or    
a hitherto unheard   
of purity, and thus, 
quite obviously,     
fantastic possibilities 
open up for the   
composition of music 
in the future.’ 

 

OSKAR FISCHINGER 

 

QUOTE TAKEN FROM AN ARTICLE FISCHINGER 
WROTE IN 1932, ‘SOUNDING ORNAMENTS’ 
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https://player.vimeo.com/video/114947808
https://player.vimeo.com/video/114947808


 

“Now control of every 
fine gradation and 

nuance is granted to 
the music-painting 

artist, who bases  
everything exclusively 

on the primary      
fundamental of     

music, namely the 
wave -- vibration or 

oscillation in and      
of itself” 

 

OSKAR FISCHINGER 

QUOTE TAKEN FROM                                        
https://asmir.info/lib/fischinger.htm 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Xc4g00FFLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Xc4g00FFLk
https://asmir.info/lib/fischinger.htm
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r2COvWPO4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r2COvWPO4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r2COvWPO4Y


“When Isaac Newton first passed 
white light through a prism and 
watched it fan out into a        
rainbow, he identified seven 
constituent colors—red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and 
violet—not necessarily because 
that’s how many hues he saw, 
but because he thought that the 
colors of the rainbow were  
analogous to the notes of the 
musical scale.” 

SYNAESTHESIA 
SEEING THE WORLD IN HARMONY 
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https://www.the-scientist.com/foundations/newtons-color-theory-ca-1665-31931


“Typically, people   
with synaesthesia will       
report that the        
perception has          
remained the same 

since their first 
memory of it. In many 
cases, this will have 
been since the age of 4 
or even earlier, as all 
subjects have a strong 
conviction that they 
have had synaesthesia 
for as long as they   
can remember.” 
Harrison, J. & Baron-Cohen, S. (1994).       
Synaesthesia: An Account of Coloured   
Hearing. 
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“Kandinsky achieved pure       
abstraction by replacing the 
castles and hilltop towers of his 
early landscapes with stabs of 

paint or, as he saw them, musical 
notes and chords that would  
visually "sing" together. His    
swirling compositions were 
painted with polyphonic swathes 
of warm, high-pitched yellow 
that he might balance with a 
patch of cold, sonorous blue      

or a silent, black void” 

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/art/artists/
wassily-kandinsky-who-was-he/ 

"I saw all my colours 
in spirit, before my 

eyes. Wild, almost 
crazy lines were 

sketched in front of 
me."  
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/art/artists/wassily-kandinsky-who-was-he/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/art/artists/wassily-kandinsky-who-was-he/
https://arthive.com/wassilykandinsky/works/212344~Contrasting_sounds
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/vasily-kandinsky-composition-8
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/vasily-kandinsky-composition-8
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http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.legrady/academic/courses/12w259/Kandinsky_%20Color%20Theory.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3B7uQ5K0IU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3B7uQ5K0IU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3B7uQ5K0IU
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Organo-de-color-de-Bainbridge-Bishop_fig3_277009983
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Organo-de-color-de-Bainbridge-Bishop_fig3_277009983
http://www.colourmusic.info/maistre2.htm


MUSIC   
ANIMATION 
MACHINE 

STEPHEN MALINOWSKI 

S 
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http://www.musanim.com/Renderers/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlvUepMa31o&t=130s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlvUepMa31o&t=130s
http://www.musanim.com/Renderers/


‘When I listen to                 

a piece of music, I am  
discovering things, and 

appreciating the music 
more as a result of what 

I'm learning about it. 
What I'm trying to share 

with the viewers of my 
videos is that                   

experience—the             
experience of discovering 

things about the music. 
I'm not trying to foist my 

own discoveries on      
people. So, even if a piece 

of music reminded me of 
dancing hippopotamuses, 

I wouldn't put them in a 
video. Rather, I try to 

make the visualization as 
neutral as possible; I try 

to stay out of it. I think of 
what I'm doing as being 

like giving the viewer a 
"musical microscope"—

something that lets them 

see aspects of the music 
that would otherwise be 

hidden—and saying, "see 
for yourself".’ 

 

STEPHEN MALINOWSKI 

 

QUOTE TAKEN FROM A 2012 INTERVIEW WITH         
MUSICIAN AND ANIMATOR PHILIP CROSBY 

http://www.musanim.com/pdf/
CrosbyMalinowskiInterview_2012feb16.pdf 
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http://www.musanim.com/pdf/CrosbyMalinowskiInterview_2012feb16.pdf
http://www.musanim.com/pdf/CrosbyMalinowskiInterview_2012feb16.pdf
https://asq4.wordpress.com/2014/06/17/new-animated-score-video-from-stephen-malinowski/
https://asq4.wordpress.com/2014/06/17/new-animated-score-video-from-stephen-malinowski/
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CONCLUSIONS 
DEVELOPING THE RESEARCH 

M 
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CONCLUSIONS 
SUCCESS CRITERIA 

It must have contrast: 
be both playful and 
dark. 

 

 

 

It must use colour to 
emphasise the mood 
of each part of the 
song. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It must have       
movement to give the 
viewer a sense of the 

flow and rhythm of 
the song. 

 

 

It must be layered to 
echo the complex  

musical arrangement 
of the song. 

 

 

 

It must be, a finished 
and complete entity - 
more than just a sum 

of its parts. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
MOVEMENT & CONTRAST 

https://www.gemmamcgrillis.co.uk/time-in-joy-drawings
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9_75K7G2PI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9_75K7G2PI
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